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Bowling Green police chief retires
Galen Ash comments on his job,
his decision, plans for his future

Recent announcement provokes
reaction in community, co-workers

By BRANDON WRAY
The BC News

By SARAH BEDNARSKI

A changing of the guard will soon take
place In the Bowling Green City Police
Department.
Galen Ash, Bowling Green city police
chief, is retiring Feb. 14 after 36 years on
the force.
Ash said his only reason for retiring is
that it is "simply to retire."
"It's nice to retire while people still
want you around," Ash said."I wanted to
give it up while it was still fun. I have al-

ways enjoyed going to the police station
and felt sorry for people who don't enjoy
their Job."
Ash said he has no plans for his retirement right now other than to sleep in a
little later. Ash usually arrived at the
police station around 3:00 am. and now
he is excited about the possibility of
sleeping possibly until 6:30 am. Staying
in the Bowling Green area is the only
plan he has so far, Ash said.
"I plan to stay in Bowling Green be• See ASH, page three.
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Galen Ash

Special Report

Local city officials prepare to say
good-bye to a man who has dedicated his
life to serving the community of Bowling
Green. Police Chief Galen Ash will formally step down as chief of police on
February 14.
Hired in the late seventies by thenMayor Alvin Perkins, Chief Ash will be
remembered as a man who headed an acclaimed department of officers and detectives, Perkins said. According to Per-

kins, now county commissioner, the decision was a difficult one.
"There were two other candidates besides Galen and they were both equally
qualified. It was a difficult choice, but I
believe I made the right choice," Perkins
said.
Ash has been an example to the community and has grown with it, Perkins
said.
"He has been good for the community
and Galen was a great person to work .
• See REACTION, page three.

Cold Construction

Profiting from
course packets
Some professors get
royalties on required
material for classes
ByDARLAWARNOCK
The BC News
Students could be paying up to
$10 more per course packet they
purchase for classes this semester - and professors may be
pocketing the money.
At least three instructors have
accepted royalty fees for packets
produced on campus by Printing
Services last semester.
John Sinn, professor of manufacturing and technology
systems, accepted $2,460 worth
of royalty fees from the spring
and summer semesters of 1996.
The packets he used contained
information he wrote which was
required for his TECH 302 and
MFC 327/TECH 627 courses.
Sinn could not be reached for
comment about the money he accepted.
Larry Small, associate professor of communication disorders,
received $224 in royalty money
from last summer and spring
semesters.
His copyrighted material was
required for his CDIS 421/697
course.
Small refused to comment
about the issue.
Royalty fees were also accepted by part-time instructor Karen
Mazzeo for copyrighted material
required for her PEG 291 course.
The amount of money she will
receive will not be made available until the packets from last

semester are brought back and
royalty money calculated.
Mazzeo could not be reached
for comment.
Additional money for fall semester sales will be sent to the
instructors once the fall books
have been accounted for and
royalty money calculated.
Ron Rex (left) and Al Wychhouse (right) of Bureau Construction
According to Jane Schimpf, assistant vice president of auxiliary services, anyone can receive
royalty money from the course
packets, regardless of whether
the Instructor wrote the book or
if it contains copyrighted mate- By DARLA WARNOCK
aware of the new initiatives
rial.
taking place on campus.
The BC News
Ribeau said the spring address
"When they actually place the
In an attempt to build better will become a tradition in order
order they can ask for it,"
Schimpf said. "If they ask for it communication among adminis- to foster better communication
tration and students, the Univer- among the campus. This addition
they can get it."
She said the only limitation put sity is holding its first spring will be the second "State of the
upon a royalty request at Print- "State of the University Ad- University Address" given each
year.
ing Services is a $10 limit per dress" Friday.
The campus-wide address will
course packet The number of
"It's a better way to communipackets ordered or the content of begin at 9:30 am. in 101 Olscamp
Hall. Refreshments will be cate with the campus communithem is not limited.
ty." Ribeau said. "The State of
Bob Walker, assistant director served beginning at 9 am.
University President Sidney the Unlverstiy Address'ls an opof the University Bookstore, said
Ribeau will deliver the address to portunity to talk about what's go• See ROYALTY, page three. keep the University community ing on."

BG Ncwi Photo by Amy Van Horn

work on the stairs in front of Williams Hall. Wednesday.

Ribeau delivers state address Friday
He said he wants to show what
the University has accomplished
and how things are changing with
the new priorities in line.

"The University is so large that
it is hard for people to know,"
Ribeau said. "We put a lot into
creating a vision statement and
priorities, so it's a chance to talk
about where we are in pursuit of
those priorities."

Ribeau said the size of the University should not have an effect
on the communication between
administration and students. He
explained that with 17,000 students and almost 3,000 employees, updating the campus
community should be a priority.

The address will be rebroadcasted on closed circuit television and Wood County Cable.
Times of the broadcasts are: Friday, Jan. 17 at 3 p.m.; Friday, Jan.
17 at 10 p.m.; Tuesday, Jan. 21 at
10 p.m.; and Wednesday, Jan. 22
at 10 am.

Administration

University prohibits use of heaters, halogen lamps on campus
By JENNIFER SCHAB
The BC News
Portable heaters and halogen
lamps are both possible sources
of ignition that are prohibited on
campus, according to the director of environmental health and
safety.
The Bowling Green Fire Divi-

Health & Environment
sion along with University administrators agreed that portable
heaters could create a hazard in
University facilities and therefore should not be permitted,
said Dan Parrat, director of environmental health and safety.

"A small fire caused by an
electric heater in a greek house
last fall caused concerns for the
fire division," Parrat said. "The
combination of concerns and observing usage during inspection
caused the reissuing of the ban."
Though the heater ban has
been around since the residence
halls have been on campus, the

halogen lamp ban is brand new
and was Issued by the department of environmental health
safety in collaboration with student housing and residence services.
Both departments received information about the lamps burning at high temperatures and
causing fires through list-

servers and newspapers, Parrat easily catch fire - even curling
irons, for example - the reported
said.
"The halogen lamps are known rash of fires caused by the haloto start fires almost immediately gen lamps are what the universiif they come into contact with a ty is concerned about, Parrat
combustible object," Parrat said. said.
"People seem to know more
"People have also been known to
burn themselves pretty good on about how to be cautious with
these lamps."
• See LIGHTS, page three.
Although a lot of things could
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AARON WEISBROD

F**k all those godd*mn asterisks!
He who does not know the force of
words cannot know men.
-Confucious
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SHT. F*'K.
SATAN. DEATH
SEX. DRUGS. RAPE!
These seven words
You're trying to take
In America the beautiful
'Land of the free'
Helping to preserve the word
Ofhypocricy!
-Anthrax
There's a lot of things In our
society, if not the whole world, that
don't make sense to me.
The verdict of the first O.J. trial,
the recent resurgence of the 70s.
and the Idea of spending $7,000
on a Tickle Me Elmo" doll all put
an amused but unmistakably
nauseous smirk on my face.
But among perplexing scenertos
such as these, there's one phenomenon that manages to both
amuse and sicken me more than
all of the rest. The situation I'm
referring to is those weird little
asterisks that have a tendency to
pop up in newsprint.
Mind you. I'm not trying to say
that I hate these asterisks or
anything. In all honesty, they're
actually pretty cute. It's Just how
they're used that makes me shake
my head in disgust.
For example, let's take a quick
peek at the two quotes I used to
start this column.
I think it's pretty sale to assume
that you noticed the first quote
contains none of the aforementioned asterisks, while the second
quote has several.
As I'm sure you can imagine.
The News probably wouldn't print
this' column If those cute little
asterisks weren't in place of the
letters they're currently In place of
In the second quote.

372-2604

t*
If you use the letter "I" in
combination with the letters "s."
"p." and "t" to spell "spit."
however, it's perfectly acceptable and printable (as are the
words "hit", "pit." "tit." and
"split").
For some reason or another,
however, the word "sh*t"
warrants the use of an asterik.
The same scenario can be
observed with the words "f**k."
"c'nt." "c"ksucker."
"motherfker." "a"hole,"
"p**sy." "c*m bubble." "d'mn"
(when spelled with an "n"). and
occasionally "cr*p" (although
The News has been nice enough
to allow me to use the word
"crap" In previous columns
without using an asterisk).
Although these words don't
have any particular effect on me
one way or the other (with the
exceptions of "c'nt" and "p"sy."
which both send chills down my
spine), they apparently offend
some people, and as a result
many (If not most) mainstream

"Where does the 'obscenity' stop and the 'nonobscenity' begin?"
publications print the words with
asterisks.
This whole situation puzzles me
for a number of reasons.
It's as if the publications In
question are saying, "Yeah, we
acknowledge the words' existence,
and yeah, we know that all of you
out there know what the letters
behind the asterisks are. but we're
gonna put the asterisks there
anyway so we don't lose the
readers who the words offend,
while at the same time maintaining
the image of a newspaper (magazine, etc.) that's not afraid to
shatter the linguistic taboos that
have such a tight grip on our
society."
That, my friends. Is complete
and total crap.
I completely understand the fact
that we live in a capitalistic
society, and that as a result of this
you have to appease the majority
in order to make the most money
possible (If your goal Is to make
the most money possible), but
nothing pisses me off more than
people who try to play both ends
against the middle.
1 can completely understand the
concept of simply not printing
words or phrases like "c"ksucking
motherfker," and I can completely understand the philosophy
of printing the words asteriskless.
but this method of printing the
words with asterisks over certain
letters in an pitiful attempt to
appease everybody at once is
bulls"t.
I mean, even if you print the
words with asterisks, you're still

printing the word, along with its
full meaning and intentions.
Admit It. print it uncensored.
and deal with It. I doubt there's
anyone out there fanatical
enough to blow up your building
because you cited someone's
quote uncensored.
Besides. I'm not even a
journalism major and 1 know
that one of the many responsibilities of newspapers and
magazines Is to analyze and
broaden the present norms of
the society it serves while
presenting the uncompromised
truth to Its readers.
It strikes me as kind of
hypocritical to do this by
printing words with certain
letters blotted out of them.
In fact, it actually reminds
me of the politicians who
passionately speak out against
(what they call) the "declining
morals" of our society at an
afternoon press conference only
to get caught having sex with a
paid prostitute the following
evening.
Furthermore, where does the
"obscenity" stop and the "nonobscenity" begin?
TV used to be used as a sort
of unofflcal measuring post for
the social norms of our society's
language, but that whole
concept came to a screeching
halt when shows like NYPD Blue
began to use "obscene" and
uncensored language on the air.
What's the big deal about
words like "sh't" and "f k"
anyway? I mean. If you don't
like a word, don't use It: but
don't sit there and try to tell me
that certain strings of letters
put together in a certain order
suddenly transform Into demonic and amoral symbols of
Western civilization's downfall.
That too, Is bulls"t.

Aamn Weisbrod
Is the Th"sday
columnist for The
News. Que'Vons.
comments,
c"cerns. and hate
mail can be s'nt to
aanjmf3bgnEtbgsuedu
or 210 West HalL
As always, (h'nlcs
for reading, and
h've a d'mnfine
day.
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The grounds of their argument would probably have
something to do with obscenity
or how The News' stand on
morality would be put at risk if
the words were to appear in
print asteriskless.
Well, since I wanted this
column to run. my courses of
action were incredibly limited. I
could either place the asterisks
In the second quote and hence
make the column "printable", or
I could have refused to put any
asterisks in the quote and as a
result made the column "unprintable."
Guess which one I chose?
Apparently there's something
obscene about the letter "1"
when It's used after the letters
"s" and "h" and before the letter

.372-6966
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Letters to the Editor

If you would like to submit a Letter to the
Editor, please follow these guidelines:
• Make sore tte letter is M« words or less.
Please Include your address, major, academic class and phone number (phone
numbers are strictly for verification and
not for publication).
• Letters must be typed, and not band writlea. Letters brought In sored on a
Macintosh-compatible disk arc prefjn i >j|

• Bring the letter to Room 21t We* Hall,
•r e-mail us at bgnews bgnet@bgsu.edu.
Be prepared to show valid identiiVatfen.
• Space limitations may prevent The BG
Neva from printing all letters received.
The BG Newt reserves the right to odK
any and all letters.
Copyright O 1997. The BG News. Bowling
Green, Ohio. Reprinting of any material in this
publication without the permission of The BG News
is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication
founded in 1920 and is published daily during the
academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to
the editor are not necessarily those of the student
body, faculty. University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the
Spring 1997 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify
the paper of any errors in stories or photograph
descriptions.

EDITORIAL'

Voinovich plan worthy of support
Gov. Voinovich has finally made
an attempt to reverse the longstanding trend of neglect that Ohio
has had towards education. In a
bold move, Voinovich has proposed
several multi-million dollar programs designed to help Ohio's
youngest citizens.
Transcedlng party politics,
many of the funds In Volnovtch's
plans are earmarked for urban and
otherwise cash-strapped school
districts. Voinovlch's plan Includes
$300 million for building improvements: $213 million for the state
equity fund, which provides money

Please excuse
our mess!
i

for poor districts: extending the
Head Start program for preschool-aged children and
expanded health care coverage
to children In low-Income
families.
Voinovlch's plan will not be a
cure-all for Ohio's education
crisis. Some of the provisions,
such as the creation of charter
schools In Lucas county, are
controversial, unproven. and
potentially detrimental to the
state's educational system.
Among the more disturbing

elements In Voinovlch's State of
the State address was his failure to
discuss issues related to higher
education. This omission most
likely means bad news for BGSU
and Ohio's state university system.
Money for elementary and secondary education must come from
somewhere, and with Voinovlch's
tax cuts. It won't come from the
voter's pockets.
Taken as a whole, the plan will
undoubtedly aid Ohio's educators
In Improving elementary education
and In ellmlnatlngthe widespread
disparity between richer and

poorer school districts.
Keep In mind, however, that
Voinovlch's proposal Is Just
that—a proposal. The plan can
only be put Into effect by the
State Legislature. The citizens of
Ohio must continue to put
pressure on state legislators to
ensure that the bulk of
Voinovlch's plan Is Included In
the state budget. The News
believes that although all types
of education deserve top priority
when budget time comes, the
type of spending proposed by
Gov. Voinovich Is the most
Important of all.

We are currently undergoing a facelift. Please, bear with us as we begin a new semester and we Iron out all of our kinks. We
would like to hear how we are doing, however, so drop us a line at 372-2601. We want to serve the Bowling Green community
the best that we can. and to do that we need Input from faculty, staff and - most Importantly - students.
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REGIONROYALTY
Continued from page one.
there are many customs involved
In setting up royalty fees on individual course packets.
He explained that instructors
only need to fill out a brief form
telling how much money they
want added to the printing costs.
Once each of the packets are
sold, the bookstores send all of
the money back to Printing Services. The business office sends
any royalty money directly to the
instructor.
"The procedure has not really
been smoothed out," Walker said.
"The instructors can request
whatever they want."
At the end of each semester,

"This is very typical. We would like to see a
University policy on it. It's one of the things
we have brought up to change."

Jane Schimpf

Assistant Vice President for Auxilary Services

the leftover books are counted
and royalty money is calculated.
The money is generally received
by the instructor at the beginning
of the following semester.
Schimpf said although royalty
fee requests are not unusual for
course packets, she would like to
see a change in procedure.
"This Is very typical," Schimpf

said. "We would like to see a
University policy on it. It's one of
the things we have brought up to
change."
Walker agreed some of the
royalty fees were excessive, but
said the amount of instructors
who add the fee is somewhat low.
"It's not out of the ordinary,
but usually I would say it's under
10 percent," Walker said. "We

Council which brought DNA testing labs to Ohio. Ash said that
DNA testing was one of the last
frontiers in law enforcement.
Ash said one thing he will always remember about his job is
all the famous people he has met.
'Tor a small town police chief I
have met a lot of famous people
including Presidents Reagan,
Bush and Clinton, as well as

several Vice Presidents."
Ash said he isn't worried about
the police department after his
retirement. There are a lot of
good young officers who are
ready to move up in the ranks
and be in charge.
Mayor Wes Hoffman and a Civil Service Commission will pick a
successor sometime after Feb.
14.

as chief."
Bill Blalr, public works director, is sorry to see Ash go and
also worked with him for several
years.
"I've worked with the Chief for
many years both on a citizen
level as well as a professional
level. We have established a quality relationship and I will miss
him," Blalr said. "I'm sure that
we will still see him from time to

time."
Wood County Prosecuter Alan
Mayberry said Ash was the only
chief he's worked with and will
miss him.
"I knew Galen had been talking
about retiring for the last few
years and it was Just a matter of
time. Galen has always been
there and it will be a big change
for many," Mayberry said.

"A policy is being worked on
now," Colvin said, "We just
received the information and haven't had time to sit down and
discuss it."
Parrat does not believe there
will be any problem with the ban
since, "Everyone usually cooperates."
"I just hope everyone sees the
benefits and does not think that it
is just someone telling them what

to do," Parrat said.

ASH
Continued from page one.

cause I love this area, although
the weather right now isn't that
enjoyable," he said."l also hope
to continue to go to hockey games
and maybe play golf more than
three times a year."
Of all his accomplishments on
the force. Ash said he is most
proud of serving on the DNA

REACTION
Continued from page one.

with. He's done a great Job," Perkins said.
According to Mayor Wes
Hoffman, Ash will be missed.
"I wish that he would reconsider, but I know this is what he
wants and I wish him the best,"
Hoffman said. "We have worked
together for many years, from
the time he was an officer to now

LIGHTS
Continued from page one.

things such as curling irons, but
they do not seem to know about
the potential danger the halogen
lamps create," Parrat said.
The penalty for having a halogen lamp on campus has not been
discussed yet, according to
Wayne Colvin, director of student housing and residence programs.

Parrat added, some manufactures have put out glass shields
that are heat resistant that go
around the bulbs to prevent fires.
If you have questions or you
would like to know if your lamp
has the heat resistant glass, call
the environmetal health and
safety department at 372-2171.

PRINTING SERVICES
NEW LOCATION
PARK AVENUE WAREHOUSE
HOURS 8:00am to 5:00pm
Monday thru Friday
Business Office 3rd Floor Admin Bldg.
Information Desk, University Union
Or call 2-2216 for Pickup & Order Forms
Cash. Faculty. Staff. Department & BiG Charges Accepted

Work orders may be left at:

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

were trying to work on some or
them that are sort or extensive."
The Idea or instructors accepting royalty money was discussed
briefly by members of the Faculty Senate last Spring; however,
the issue was dropped before a
conclusion was made.
Currently, Faculty Senate
chairman Hal Lunde said the
Senate does not have plans to
look into the issue further.
Walker said accepting royalty
money for the course packets has
been debated among the faculty
at the University recently.
"It's a real hot topic right
now," Walker said. "It ends up
being paid out of someone's bud8et-"

•rhe cod of course packets required for some classes may be costing
students up lo $10 more than the original cost of the packets. lost rue,ots may charge royalty fees on any order printed on campus by Printing Services.

Turnpike takes toll on
traffic, drop-off results
The Associated Press

TOLEDO - Some cars and
trucks are avoiding the Ohio
Turnpike because or higher
tolls and heavy traffic, but
turnpike officials don't think
the trend will continue.
Traffic on the turnpike decreased by nearly 1 million
cars and trucks last year.
Turnpike Commission
spokesman Steve Lorton
blamed most or the traTfic decrease on road construction.
He said Wednesday that higher
tolls probably played a smaller
role in the drop-off.
Lorton said the decrease was
expected.
"We had anticipated that
there would be a decline in
1996 because or the increase in
tolls and because of the very
heavy construction we had underway," Lorton said.
He said the commission is
currently putting together a
traffic forecast for 1997.
"There have been times in
the past when traffic has declined. Since the turnpike
opened in 19SS, traTfic has not
been straight up," Lorton said.
But he said traffic had gone
up steadily for several years
before 1996.
"Last year was probably the
worst we are going to have as
far as construction. This year
ought to get a little bit better,"

Lorton said.
But that's little consolation to
Andy Rutkowski, 43, or Toledo,
an independent truck driver
who has been avoiding the
turnpike for years.
"I knew it was going to happen," Rutkowski said about the
decrease in traTfic as he rested
in a north Toledo truck stop.
"Why pay the higher tolls when
the turnpike is a nightmare,
especially in the summer with
all the road construction?
"I think you're going to see
traffic decrease even more
over the next few years because people truck drivers in
particular don't want to pay
the higher tolls," he said.
Last year, 41,343.567 trucks
and cars used the turnpike,
compared with 42,307,331 in
1995.
Passenger cars actually fled
the turnpike in greater proportion than truckers. Passengercar volume was 32,878,038 in
1996, compared with 33,718,123
the previous year a nearly 2.5
percent decline.
All told, car and truck traffic
decreased by nearly 2,640 vehicles a day in 1996 compared
with the previous year.
Despite a drop in traffic, the

TRAVEL AGENCY1
SERVICES
• Airline tickets
• Car Rentals
• Hotel Reservations
• Rail Tickets
TRAVEL AGENCY Cruises
Tour Packages
414 Wooster St.
Travelers Cheques
352-5276
Passport Photos
1-800-328-4123 Travel Insurance
AAA Memberships not required for these services
TA0083
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New Out of the Blue cards are
designed to surprise and delight—
any day for any reason.
They're only 99«, so stock up for
spur-of-the-moment smile-sending

Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with our friendly staff!

(across from Taco Bell)
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Officials say they are using
alternative routes, such as U.S.
24 and 20, which cut through
small communities. The additional traTfic is putting a strain
on the roads and towns.
"It's a heck oT a lot heavier
than a couple of year ago," independent trucker Tom Borer
of New Riegel said about traTfic on U.S. 20, a road he uses to
avoid turnpike tolls.
Dale Craig, owner oT Craig
Transportation, which is based
in the Toledo suburb oT Perrysburg, predicted that truck
traTfic will worsen on secondary roads as tolls climb. Tolls
increased 25 percent between
July 1. 1995, and Jan. 1, 1996.
An additional 20 percent increase took effect Jan. 1,1997.
Tolls will Increase another 20
percent by July 1,1998.
Money from the toll Increases is being used to widen
the turnpike from two to three
lanes.

Cherrywood
Health Spa &
Tanning Center
8th Si. & High Si. al
Piedmont Apts.

Visits $20™
Featuring a
"Hex" Tanning Booth

353-7141
Coupon Expires
2-14-97
ONE PER PERSON

ir HELP WANTED
BGSU Dining: Services is currently
hiring students to fill various positions
Flexible Work Schedules
Merit Increases
Longevity Raises
Advancement

354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster

turnpike's toll revenue increased 16.5 percent in 1996,
with cars paying an average of
$1.42 per trip, up from $1.17 in
1995. Trucks paid an average
or $8.51 per trip in 1996. compared with $7.28 in the previous year.
So where are all the cars and
trucks going?

Advancement
Student Managers
Student Supervisors
Student Cooks

Positions Available:
Food Service Workers, Cashiers, Office Assistants,
Cooks Helpers (Experience Preferred)
Catering, Coffee Shop, Restaurant, Snack Bar,
Food Court, and Convenience Store Personnel
Contact the Dining Center of your choice:
Commons 372-2563
Founders 372-2781
Kreischer 372-2825
McDonald 372-2771
Down Under 372-2763
Union (apply in person)

111 Railroad Street Bowling
(419)352-1693 Green, OH

Wages: $5.00-$8.40

/
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Strict gun-control proposed to reduce crime
The Associated Press
TOLEDO -- The mayor has
proposed a strict package of guncontrol measures designed to reduce the number of gun-related
crimes and accidental deaths in
the city.
"I am proud to say that Toledo,
Ohio, is preparing to step up and
take the lead in putting forth legislation that will address this
critical public health menace,"
Mayor Carty Rnkbeiner said
Tuesday.
The proposed measures would:
■ Punish gun owners who fail
to block gun access to children.
■ Require gun owners to register each handgun with the Toledo

police department.
■ Prohibit ownership of a gun
with a filed-down serial number.
■ Ban the possession, purchase
or transfer of cheap, so-called
Saturday-night specials.
■ Ban the possession, purchase, ownership, transfer, rent,
lease or display for sale of semiautomatic weapons.
Violation of any of the ordinances would be considered a firstdegree misdemeanor carrying a
maximum penalty of six months
in jail and a $1,000 fine.
Council President Gene Cook,
who proposed Toledo's first gun
control legislation in 1968, predicted strong City Council backing when the ordinances are pre-

sented Jan. 21.
Local gun-control advocate
Toby Hoover said she expects
strong lobbying from gun owners
and dealers when the legislation
is considered by council.
"Some people will say we're
punishing the good guys, but the
good guys have to step up to help
us lessen the violence," said Mrs.
Hoover, a member of the Coalition Against Gun Violence, which
helped the Flnkbeiner administration write the legislation. "If
we save one child's life, we did
our job."
City Prosecutor John Madigan
said the proposals are not designed to punish gun owners, but
to help law enforcement officials

Around the State

keep track of dangerous weapons
and protect children.
Madigan, who researched similar laws in other Ohio communities, said the combination of the
four ordinances would give
Toledo the state's most comprehensive gun-control program.
Gun dealers said the law does
more to punish law-abiding citizens than to prevent criminals
from gaining access to weapons.
"It's another step designed to
curtail the legitimate individual
gun owner," said Ned Plummer,
owner of Trilby Sport Shop. "It's
doing nothing to curb crime in
any way, size, shape or form.'

Ferry proposal links Cleveland, Canada
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - Ohio voters' rejection of legalized gambling
strengthened a plan to link Cleveland to Canada by ferry, a Detroit
boat operator said.
Jack Gordon, president and
chief executive officer of Inland
Ocean Lines, said he was more
determined than ever to secure
investors for his proposed ferry
service across Lake Erie.
He said 80 percent of his com-

pany's decision to proceed with
the plan was based on voters' rejection in November of a proposal to open eight riverboat casinos
in four Ohio counties.
"If Ohio had put in the eight
riverboats, we would not have
done this project," he told The
Plain Dealer for a story Wednesday.
Gordon's plan is one of several
ferry proposals for Lake Erie. He
wants to establish a ferry service
linking Cleveland and Erieau,

Ontario. Erieau is only an hour's
drive from Casino Windsor in
Windsor, Ontario.
The service also would provide
Canadians with transportation to
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
and Museum in Cleveland.
Gordon needs $1 million to buy
a vessel now docked in Nova Scotia and another $500,000 to develop portside facilities in Erieau
and to move the ferry to Cleveland.
He said he has been talking to

10 investment groups. None have
promised any money yet but
have said they would commit by
Feb. IS. Gordon would not identify the groups.
Cleveland Maritime Director
Stephen Pfelffer said the port authority would encourage a ferry
service, but he is cautious about
such plans.
"We've been talking to these
people for a while. We'll just
have to wait and see how it develops," he said.

Hobson refuses
Robbers steal vote
on Gingrich
for supremacy
The Associated Press

The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - A former
white supremacist says the
Midwestern Bank Bandits
used their stolen money to
help finance extremist causes.
Shawn Kenny, 24, testified
Tuesday as a prosecution witness in the trial of Peter
Langan, an accused leader of
the bandits. Langan was arrested in January after a shootout with authorities.
He said the alleged bandits,
accused of more than 20 bank
robberies in Ohio and six other
states in 1994 and 1995, patterned themselves after The

Order.
The Order was a group of 40
white racists who stole more
than $4 million from banks
and armored cars in California, Idaho and Washington in
1983 and 1984. The gang disbanded after its leader, Robert
J. Mathews, died in 1984.
Langan is accused of robbing the former Columbus
National Bank on Oct. 25,1994,
and the Society National Bank
in Springdale on June 8,1994.
Kenny, who has been granted immunity, testified before
U.S. District Judge John Holschuh that he met Langan in
1991. ■

SPRING BREAK
PANAMA CITY BEACH, FLORIDA
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WASHINGTON - After six
long years on the ethics committee, Rep. David Hobson won't be
voting on the biggest case of his
tenure; the one Involving House
Speaker Newt Gingrich.
The Ohio Republican announced Wednesday that he will
not participate further in the Gingrich case.
The refusal of Rep. Jim
McDermott, D-Wash., left only
four Democrats, so some Republicans had to step aside in order
to keep the committee politically
balanced.
"My action will preserve that
balance so the ethics process
may continue to move forward in

QoodLuck
"With
Closstsll

$129 PER PERSON PER WEEK
2 OUTDOOR POOLS
1 INDOOR HEATED POOL
HUGE BEACHSIDE HOT TUB RESTAURANT •
SUITES UP TO 10 PEOPIE KITCHENS WITH MICROWAVES
TIKI BAR • BEACH PARTIES
ENTERTAINMENT
VOILEYBAIL • SAILBOATS ■ JETSKIS • PARASAILS
DISCOUNTS TO AREA CLUBS. RESTAURANTS «. ATTRACTIONS
i

.

——

this case," Hobson said in a prepared release. "I believe my action today will help heal the divisions in the House and allow it to
proceed with the important business of the American people."
He was going to rotate off the
committee In any case after a
vote next Tuesday on Gingrich's
punishment.

Ethics committee duty is limited to six years, and Hobson's
six years were up at the end of
1996. He had agreed to stay on
until the Gingrich case was settled
The committee still includes
one Ohioan, Democrat Tom Sawyer.

Former auditor accused of misspending taxpayers' money
BRYAN -- The former Williams County auditor misspent $73,488
in taxpayers' money over a five-year period, the state auditor
said Wednesday.
Auditor Jim Petro said a special audit found that Evelyn Miller
Illegally spent public money both as county auditor and as treasurer of the County Auditor's Association of Ohio.
He said Ms. Miller of Bryan, about 60 miles west of Toledo, has
to return the money to the county.
Ms. Miller resigned as county treasurer and auditor's association treasurer in July.
Montpelier radio station WLZZ had spent several months detailing Ms. Miller's spending habits. The station said she had
used taxpayers' money to buy personal items.
A telephone call to Ms. Miller's house was not answered Tuesday. She has denied any wrongdoing.
Petro said Ms. Miller deposited more than $33,000 in county
money into an account held by the Williams County Horsemen's
Association and $15,000 to the auditor's association. She served
as treasurer of both groups.
The audit said she made out $32,000 in checks from those accounts to herself.
Ms. Miller spent $15,723 of county money for a Cadillac she
leased for five years. The lease was not approved by the county
commissioners. She also spent $7,600 of county money at Bryan
area stores for personal items.
The county commissioners in May had hired Fulton County
Prosecutor William Swigert to investigate allegations that Ms
Miller illegally spent public money. The allegations were contained in anonymous letters sent to the commissioners.
Swigert said he was waiting for the state auditor's report to
conclude his investigation.
He said he would present details of the report to a Williams
County grand jury.

Democrats gain new weapon to use on House
floor
COLUMBUS - Democrats may have lost ground in the last legislative elections, but they picked up a potentially powerful new
weapon to use on the House floor.
With the help of some key Republicans, Rep. Johnnie Maier,
D-Massillon, narrowly won a vote to amend House rules to make
it tougher to shut off debate.
With the change, two-thirds of the chamber's 99 members
would have to vote to invoke the House's 20-mlnute limit for debate on any one issue. Under the old rules, the House speaker
had the authority to gavel down a long-winded member.
Maier, whose party is outnumbered 60-39 in the House, said
the issue was fairness.
"If legislators are unable to speak, they are shut out of the process," he said.
The support of Rep. Bill Batchelder, R-Medina, and three other
members of the GOP House leadership team helped sway
enough Republicans to hand Maier a 50-48 victory, with one
member absent.
Batchelder said he repeatedly offered the same amendment
when the Democrats controlled the House.
"I would submit that there are times when this House could
benefit by hearing from a significant minority," he explained.
Speaker Jo Ann Davidson of Reynoldsburg - one of two GOP
leaders opposed to the change - acknowledged that Democrats
now could block action on Issues simply by continuing the debate. She added that she has never used the 20-minute rule In her
two years as Speaker.
"It gives them a tool if they want to misuse it," she conceded.
Minority Leader Ross Boggs of Andover said he had no intention of hanging the threat of a filibuster over the Republicans'
heads.
"Certainly anything is possible, but I prefer to look at the positives," he said. "I pledged to the Speaker... that we're not out for
confrontation. We have some good ideas and we want to be part
of the process."

WE MEETING
A DRAMATIC PLAY

Sponsored by the Office of Student Activities
WHAT WOULD A MEF.TING
BE LIKE BETWEEN
DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
AND MALCOLM X?

FIND OUT!
Two drastically different philosophies:
One an advocate of non-violence, the
other supporting "Freedom by any
means necessary."

■•

SANDPIPER BEACON
BEACH RESORT

Wednesday, lanuary 22, 1997
One commonality: Both willing to
lay down their lives for what they
knew to be right.

HOME OF THE WORLDS LONGEST KEO PARTY
650 FEET OF CULF BEACH FRONTAGE

Lenhart Grand Ballroom

7:30 pm
FREE

17403 FRONT BEACH RD. PANAMA CITY BEACH. FL JJ415

Second Semester. Summer, and Kail

Winthrop Terrace
Apis.

great
scores...

for

Spring and Fall 1997!
Featuring:
• Campus Shuttle
• 1 & 2 BR. Furn./Unfurn.
1& 2 Full Baths
3 G*eat Locations
CALL

i»
KS3

!&

352-9135
for more
, f&-»n..Jnformation

Second Semester. Summer, and 1-all

I

<£25>
great
skills...
Kaplan helps you loeua
your tetl prtp studies and
your confldanca, 10 you can
gat a higher acora.

1-800-KAP-TEST
g«t a higher score

KAPLAN

1084 S. Main
353-4211
Hair • Tanning • Nails

VALHALLA
under new
management

is Now Accepting
Applications and Deposits

DELIA'S
TOUCH OF BEAUTY

The bar formerly known
as Gamers:

ALL
POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
Bartenders
Wait Staff
Cooks
Door Man
Stop By
893 S. MAIN

352-9780

*&&$**v&m
SSSSSr**

TANNING SPECIAL

#•*

(Bed or Booth)

15 visits for $25
expires 1-31-97

\^ Howard's ClubH \iS
X.V ■

■

Mon-Sat 12-1 2:30 am

•^^j 21 ON Main

Sun 5-2:30 am

■

■ \i^^

352 - 9951 HtF> ^

O^T^THURSDAY • FRIDAY • SATURDAY^Py

Bltfzon
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_'_^ Band Starts at 10:00pm w ^
THURSDAY IS DOLLAR NIGHT
$1 at the door $1 mini pitchers
'

•

»

'
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I •

i Pool • Video Games • Electronic Darts • Pinball >
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Diseased man's Two charged in photo leak
last wish foiled
The Associated Press

The Associated Press
LINCOLN, R.I. - A man with
Lou Gehrig's disease died
Wednesday before he could
carry out his plan to kill himself
to protest Rhode Island's ban on
assisted suicide.
Heavily sedated on morphine,
Noel Earley, 48, had been hovering between a deep sleep and unconsciousness since Sunday.
"He died very comfortably,"
said nurse Kathy Bedard. "His
breathing stopped first and then
his heart a few moments later."
Friends such as Steven Ames
had kept a vigil at Earley's bedside in his basement apartment.
Ames said Earley thought he
would know when to kill himself
before the disease left him too
weak, but he miscalculated.
"Now, he's going to die just the
way he didn't want to," Ames
said hours before his death.
In September, Earley announced he would inject himself
with a lethal mix of drugs on Dec.
4 to defy Rhode Island's new law
making assisting a suicide punishable by up to 10 years in prison
and a $10,000 fine.

People around the country
pleaded with him to reconsider.
He refused.
"I always try to say thank you
for the thoughts and the prayers,
then I suggest they expand their
reading to more than Just the Bible, to the Koran, the Talmud,"
Earley said last month.
Earley put off his suicide,
however, saying the disease was
progressing more slowly than
expected. He said he would wait
until he lost his voice.
His voice was nearly gone last
week when he appeared on ABC's
"Nightllne" after the Supreme
Court heard arguments on assisted suicide. He answered
questions by pointing to letters
written on a piece of cardboard.
On Friday, he tapped out the
message, "I want to die," but did
not refuse food and water
through a tube in his stomach. He
said he was hanging on because
of "my work."
Earley had worked at various
jobs, including baker and carpenter. He commanded a reconnaissance squad in Vietnam and
received a Purple Heart, Bronze
Star and several other medals.

BOULDER, Colo. - A photo
lab employee and a former
sheriffs deputy were arrested
Wednesday on charges of leaking the JonBenet Ramsey
crime-scene photos that were
published in a supermarket tabloid.
Lawrence Shawn Smith, a
processor with Photo Craft
Laboratories, which routinely
handled coroner's office photos, and former deputy Brett
Allen Sawyer "shopped
around" the photos before The
Globe agreed to buy them for
$5,500, Boulder County Sheriff
George Epp told a news conference.
Smith received only $200
from the deal, Epp said, without elaborating.
"These two people were acquainted with each other before this incident," Epp said,
adding that the investigation
continued and more arrests
were possible.
Smith, 36, was charged with
theft, tampering with physical
evidence, obstructing government operations and false re-

porting. Sawyer, 38, who was a
Boulder County deputy in
1980-81 and has since been a
private investigator, was
charged with obstructing
government operations. Both
were booked and released.
If convicted. Smith would
face up to 8 1/2 years in prison
and more than $600,000 In
fines, and Sawyer up to six
months in jail and a $750 fine.
The Globe published five of
the crime-scene photos Monday. They showed a garrote - a
cord-wrapped stick that might
have been used to strangle
6-year-old JonBenet - and a
rope around one of her wrists.
Photo Craft President Roy M.
McCutchen earlier apologized
to the community and the
Ramsey family "for this horrible situation" and said he had
fired Smith, describing him as
"a trusted staff member who
had been producing work for
the coroner's office for many
years.
"This employee was clearly
operating outside the knowledge of management and at
odds to written company policy."

Madeline Mason, Boulder, Colo, deputy attorney, right, announces during a news conference in Boulder that a settlement has
been reached between the county and Globe Communications
Corp. to prevent the tabloid from printing any additional photos
pertaining to the JonBenet Ramsey case obtained from the coroner's office. Looking on at left is Boulder County Coroner John
Myers. The Globe obtained crime-scene photos and published
them in this week's issue.

Tuition vouchers banned for parochial schools
reach the U.S. Supreme Court, a send poor Milwaukee children to
state judge Wednesday struck religious schools.
Judge Paul Higginbotham also
MADISON, Wis. - In a school- down Gov. Tommy Thompson's
choice case that is expected to plan to use taxpayer money to blocked the state from expanding
The Associated Press

its flrst-in-the nation program of
giving tuition vouchers to Milwaukee youngsters to attend private, non-religious schools. The
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Preferred Properties!

PIZZA & SUBS

MANAGEMENT COMPANY
530 S. MAPLE ST.

Free Delivery 354-3100
HOURS:
Monday - Thursday 4pm -1 am
Friday & Saturday 11am - 3am
Sunday 12 noon -11pm

352-9378

Now Leasing Summer & Fall
Fox Run • Haven House Manor
Piedmont • Birchwood Place
Mini Mall • Small Buildings
Frontier Housing • Houses
All residents receive a membership to

Cherrywood Health Spa
(Indoor heated swimming pool, sauna, Hydra-Spa
Whirlpool, complete exercise equipment, complete
locker room and shower facilities)

££3

ii Extra [Lange

I JCf HOWIE™

■

EXPRESS

1 Large Pizza
i w/1 Topping
I

; $ 4.50
I

::
II

»

Extra Toppinss - °9<
PICK UP ONLY

Announces
Apartments for Fall '97
• Columbia Court • Field Manor
• Mercer Manor • Frazee Avenue
• Ridge Manor

«™

$6.99
Free Delivery

' Extra Toppings - $1. 25

First Presbyterian Church

(ACI)

Sunday Worship
10:00 am
Church School
11 '.00 am - 12:00 pm

352-0486

GREENBRIAR, INC.

With 1 Topping

Active Christians Voday
A place for friends!

state wanted to expand it from next fall unless a higher court
1,650 students to 15,000.
acts otherwise before then.
That ruling could force some The Republican governor has
students back into public schools promoted the tuition voucher.

BEAT THE SPRING RUSH!
224 E. Wooster

Masses:
Saturday Evening-5:00pm
Sunday-10:00am, 11:30am, 7:00pm
Tuesday-12:05pm at Prout Chapel
(on campus)

Pastor David Cook Young
126 S. Church, Bowling Green
352-5176

7:00 pm Ot 612 €. Wooster (across from Founders)
TUBS! 7:00 Off) Ot RlUfnnI Room (3rd Boor ot Union)

r-»«.

tin QOMMUNny^QM
III

LUTHERAN CHURCH SSTlJDEm- CENTER

A

St. Thomas Moore
University Parish

Christian Education For All Ages
• Music • Nursery Care •

Bible Studies

352-0717

i

i_

t
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•
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^_Jonn s episcopal

BOWLING

1505 E. Wooster

phone353-0881

Church

GREEN

Sunday: Service-9:00am
Christian Youth Gathering-9:00am

1124 E. Wooster St. • 362-6101
Contemporary Worship Sundays 10:30 am
Join us for friendship and fellowship
Everybody Welcome

All are Welcome!
Trinity Church
United Methodist

Dayspring Assembly of God
17360 N. Dixie B.C.
Just North or Woodland Mall
352-0672

Praise and Proclaiming Christ
at the heart of Bowling Green
across from the Courthouse

Sunday:

^r

CHURCH
DIRECTORY

Worship at 10:00am & 6:00pm
School of Bible-9:00am

Sunday Worship 10:30
Church School
9:15
Telephone: 353-9031

A Warm
Wplrnmp for Alll

raaianBaBHaDaaBBBDaaBBnuaciBBaoaiiMBBBaMiHHDaa

St. Mark's Lutheran sis s. college
Sunday Worship-8:30 & 11 am
Sunday School- 9:46 am
Saturday Contemporary Worship- 5pm
Rev. Edward G. Walden, Sr. Pastor
Pastor Paul D. Winters
Pastor David Bringman
DCE: Lorrane Flick

St. Aloyjius^Cath^jp^prch
MASS SCHEDULE:
SATURDAY - 5:30 PM
SUNDAY - 8:00 AM • 10:00 AM • 12:00 NOON
HOLY DAYS:
DAY BEFORE - 7:00 PM VIGIL MASS
HOLY DAY - 9:15 AM & 5:30 PM.

If you would like to advertise In
the BG News Church Directory,
please contact Lori at 372-2605.
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Blake Parkins
Sports Editor
372-2602

Cowan leads
Falcon men
in comeback
Big plays help BG rebound
from double-digit deficit
By SCOTT BROWN
The BC News
For the longest time, Anderson
Arena had that ugly feel of a
morgue.

BG's Anthony Stacey scrambles for the ball with Kent's Ed Norvell
Wednesday against Kent. Stacey had 14 points and 10 rebounds for

Enter Kirk Cowan. Exit Bowling Green, with another improbable victory.
Cowan led a remarkable
30-point second-half swing as the
Falcon men defeated the Golden
Flashes, 85-69 before 2,248 deadand-then-alive fans.
Cowan's numbers aren't all
that impressive: he had eight
points and four rebounds in only
16 minutes.
But he made every statistic
count down the stretch. Bowling
Green trailed by 14 points, 45-31,
with 17 minutes left in the game.
A convincing 54-24 run later,
the Falcons (12-4 overall, 4-1
Mid-American Conference) had
another victory, the team's third
in five days heading into a colossal showdown Monday night at
league-leading Eastern Michigan.
BG News Pholo by Doug Khrcnovsky
Kent, after owning the first
20-plus minutes of the game,
BC, now 12-4 overall and 4-2 in the MAC.
slips to 3-10 overall and 1-4 in the
MAC.
"When I get in the game, my
intent is just to help this team
win," said Cowan, who added key
pairs of shot
blocks down
the stretch.
But that was as close as they surge had more to do with de- "Whether It's
rebounding,
would come. Kent closed out the fense.
contest by chalking up 24 points
"We got consistent stops," scoring or just
to seven for the Falcons to turn Clark said. "We probably had 12 playing defense."
the game into a blowout.
stops in a row at that time. We
Perhaps
Why were there so manys got our offense going the most
Cowan's
streaks?
consistently we had it all game biggest contri"I think the inconsistent play long. That was the difference in
Cowan
throughout the whole game by our run in the second half and bution was
emotion.
BG
was
in
a
deep
hole in
both teams was caused by the how we made it a game for a
the second half, and Anderson
four games we've played In how while.
Arena was a vacuum.
many days," Kent's star forward
A pair of 3-pointers by Antonio
Carrie Templln said.
"Other than that, that's the one
The Flashes and Falcons have 10-minute part of the game Daniels (28 points, 22 in the second half) and Jay Larranaga (12
played four games apiece in the where we've played well."
points) early in the second half
last eight days. "That's going to
Kent's final push made the got the Falcons rolling.
wear on you."
game appear more lopsided than
Then Cowan stepped up on deKent coach Bob Lindsay at- it really was, but Clark didn't
tributed his team's runs to their care much about the point fense, coming up with a huge
block of Kent's Brook Bright at
defensive press, while crediting 'spread.
the 12:10 mark. That brought the
BG's streaks to offensive re"It doesn't matter, we lost,"
bounding. But Falcon coach Jaci Clark said. "I didn't like the Anderson crowd to its feet, and
another 3-pointer from LarranClark said her team's second-half loss."
aga moments later tied the game
up for the first time.
The teams battled neck-andneck for the next few minutes
later, when a 3-pointer by DeMar
Moore from the right corner
gave BG the lead for good, 63-62.
night.
but that does not mean Kent Is Cowan followed minutes later
"We would miss an opportunity unbeatable.
with a key tip-in of a missed foul
and she [Smith-Goldman] would
"We got it down to a seven- shot by Larranaga, and the Falcome back and put it to us,"
cons were off on a 25-7 run to
Clark said. "She made us pay for point game. That proves we can
play with them," she said. "We close the game.
our mistakes."
"I have to give Cowan credit,"
The BG mistakes were taken made little mistakes that they
Kent coach Gary Waters said.
advantage of according to Terry, capitalized on."

Falcons drop game of streaks
G

ByVINCEGUERRIERI
The BC News

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL

KENT - If ever a game resembled a teeter-totter, this was It.
Bowling Green's clash against
defending Mid-American Conference champion Kent State was
defined by a number of runs. The
Falcons dropped the game, 80-56
because the Golden Flashes had
more of those runs, including the
last run.
Kent dominated early scoring
the game's first 11 points.
Bowling Green battled back to
within two, however, after reeling off an 18-9 run of its own. The
Falcons were able to hang in for
the next five minutes due in large
part to numerous trips to the
free-throw line.

At this point, although, Kent
delivered what appeared to be
the knockout punch. Over a fiveminute span stretching into the
second half, the Flashes poured
in an astounding 20 points while
applying a choking defense that
limited Bowling Green to only
basket on a Michelle Terry layup.
It looked as if a route was on.
Chrissy Billiter and the Falcons had other ideas, though. The
sophomore forward scored nine
of her 11 points in a 23-8 Bowling
Green run. The momentum had
swung toward the visitors as they
clawed their way to within seven
points.

MAC top rebounder struggles
By JASON MCMAHON
The BC News
The conferences leading rebounder, BG's Charlotta Jones,
was held to only one board in the
first half, a fact of which coach
Jaci Clark is painfully aware.

"I dont fault her efforts,"
Clark said. "It's just a matter of
executing."
Poor execution by BG was
compounded by the play of the
Golden Flashes and especially of
senior guard BJ. Smith Goldman, who had 20 points on the

PISANELLO'S
Open Weekdays at 4 p.m.; Open at Lunch Fri., Sat. & Sun.

203 N. Main, BG

s

A
L
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ENDS
2/28/97
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The bar formerly known as Gamers
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Sm
$4.25
Med....$5.50l
Lg
$6.75

Wednesday
Disco Night
Thursday
Karaoke

lb* 352-5166
FREE DELIVERY
Not valid with any other ollor Coupon not necessary
Chicago Style Extra. Expires 2 28 97

T
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"(Kirk) brought
tremendous
enthusiasm the
second half."
Antonio Daniels
Falcon guard
"He did a good job out there,
played hard. He played his heart
out."
Cowan's teammates credited
him with much of the emotional
lift. To cap his solid second half,
Cowan drained a 3-pointer at the
buzzer.
"He brought tremendous enthusiasm the second half," Daniels said. "Everybody, when they
get the opportunity to play, is
ready for it. I think guys like
Kirk ... really give a lot in practice and don't get the recognition.
"I think Kirk showed tonight
that he is as good, if not better,
than anyone else."
Kent had owned the first half
as BG shot just 38 percent from
the floor at the Flashes utilized a
patient, precision half-court
offense.
BG lacked the defensive intensity it has been known for In the
second half, but turned it up in
the second half. Seven of the Fla-hes' 13 turnovers came after
halftime.
"We didn't come out with the
defensive intensity that we
needed, but we rebounded nicely
in the second half," head coach
Jim Larranaga said.
Anthony Stacey, another big
factor in the late run, had another
double-double with 14 points and
10 rebounds. D.J. Bosse had 20
points for the Flashes, but just
eight in the second half.
KENT STATE (3-10,1-4)
Robinson 1 -6 2-2 4. Vaughn 4-7 1-1 9. Bright
IS 4 6S. Norvel 5-9 6 8 16. Elferu 4-7 1-211.
Glenn 1-1 0 0 3. Moore 0 0 0-0 0. Whorton 0 0
0-00, Boss* 6-8 3-5 20. Total! 22-47 17-24 69
BOWLING GREEN (12-4.4-1)
Larranaga 4 8 2 4 12. Stacey 5 9 4-4 14,
Rouwhorst 0-0 0-0 0, Moore 3-8 0-0 9, Daniels
7-13 11-12 28, Ninkovic 3-7 2-4 8. Elterkamp
2-3 1-2 6, Murray 0-0 0-0 0. Reid 0-2 0-0 0,
Cowan 3-4 1-2 8. Crespo 0-0 0-0 0. Totals
27-5421-28 85.
Halftime -- Kent 39, Bowling Green 29
3 point goals -■ Kent 8-14 (Bosse 5-6. Eltertz
2 4, Glenn 1-1. Norvell 0-2, Robinson 0-1) BG
10-18 (Daniels 3-5. Moore 3-6. Larranaga 2 4
EsterKamp 1-2. Cowan 1-1). Fouled Out ■ -'
s Bnghi Rebounds -- BG 32 (Stacey 10), Kent
27 (Robinson 6) Assists - BG 19 (Daniels 6)
Kent 14 (Norvell 6). Total louts - Kent 23 BG

Under New Management

352-5166

7 ITEM PIZZA SALE

a

MEN'S
BASKETBALL

893 S. Main

Friday,
January 17th
Soul
Plumbers
Saturday,
January 18th
Has Riddim
DimmrM Evry

Thursday A
Saturday
7-9 p.m.

Sunday
Latino Night
w/ Longoria

352-9780

I

1111

E
1
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SECONDARY EDUCATION MAJORS
(Communications,
(Communications. English, Math, Science, Social Studies)

REQUIRED SIGN-UP MEETING FOR:

SECONDARY METHODS-EDCI 370
FALL SEMESTER, 1997
and

STUDENT TEACHING
SPRING SEMESTER, 1998

THURSDAY, JAHUARY 33, 1997
TOWN ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION
Attend One Meeting Time:
10:30,11:30 a.m., 1:30, 2:30 p.m.
KNOW YOUR SIX WEEK SPRINT COURSE(S) NEEDED TO TAKE WITH
STUDENT TEACHING AND ONCAMPUS MAILBOX NUMBER

Uil
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Ail-American Klein
credits BG program
By JIM TOCCO
The BC News
Capping off a great career,
Steve Klein was named one of the
top 11 collegiate players in the
nation.
Klein was named a first-team
Ail-American by the National
Soccer Coaches Association of
America. The announcement was
made during the NCAA finals
festivities on December 14. The
midfield striker joins Rob Marte11a (1992) and Neil Ridgway
(1982-83) as the only BG players
to make the first team.
Klein, the Great Lakes Region's leading scorer, was the
only player to represent the region on the
first team. Indiana forward
Lazo Alavanja
and goalkeeper
Scott Coufal both of whom
helped end the
Falcons'
playoff run made the
Klein
second and
third teams, respectively.
Once again, Klein was quick to
credit his teammates with the

great for Steve."
Klein also earned the right to
play in the Umbro Classic, an invitational match to take place
during the Major League Soccer
draft from Jan. 30 - Feb. 2. The
match is designed for the top 24
collegiate players in the nation.
Mahler calls the game a "showcase" for MLS scouts. In fact, the
first round of the MLS draft will
take place at halftime of the
contest.
Steve Klein "He's ready to embark upon a
frist-team All-American striker professional career," Mahler
said. "So whatever awards and
accolades he gets are great for
Bowling Green as well as for
bulk of his personal success.
him."
"[The award] means our team
did really well," he said. "You
Klein, the team's all-time leadwon't get recognized if you don't ing scorer, says he would like to
have a great team. I hope this is play in the MLS. If he does not
an award that everybody can get drafted, he will "play in the
share in a little bit."
A-League for a couple of years
One person who certainly and hopefully work up from
shared in the award was head there."
coach Mel Mahler, who admits
Klein, the team's statistical
that his favorite part of coaching leader in nearly every category,
is watching his players' personal was also named to the Alland professional success.
Mideast first team. Jason Began
"It speaks highly for the kind and Joe Burch earned second
of year that Steve had and the squad honors, while goalkeeper
kind of player he is," Mahler Scott Vallow made the third
said. "This is good for us and team.

"You won't get
recognized if you
don't have a great
team. I hope this is
an award that
everyone can share in
a little bit."

Depression is a serious threat
to anyone that has a brain.
Depression is a suppression of bran activity that can strike anyone. It can make life unbearable.
C//V 7 RE A7fD
but it is also readily, medically treatable. And that's something you should always keep m mind
*-v r r% n t C C //""l#V#

New York Knicks' Buck Williams (52) fouls Houston Rockets' Charles Barkley (4) during the second
quarter of Tuesday's game at Houston.

& Ultimate Happy Hours
Daily 5-9

BOWUNOORBBtCHO

500

Drafts & Drinks

Spring 1997 Film Schedule
Showings 8 & 11 p.m. QOSf. $2 Olscamp 111

LOOKING TO MOVE
OFF CAMPUS
NEXT YEAR?

Jan. 17 & 18
Jan.24 & 25
Jan. 31 & Feb. 1
Feb.7 & 8
Feb.14 & 15

THEN JOIN US FOR THE 12TH ANNUAL

OFF CAMPUS HOUSING
FAIR
U i

Tuesday, January 21, 1997
3-6 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Meet: Landlords, City Officials,
and University Officials.

* PRICE LIST OF AVAILABLE
APARTMENTS WILL BE
PROVIDED

as

^5 Showing 9 p.m.

3

=

Sponsored by Off Campus
Housing. For more info.
call: 372-2458.

0
ft

• £*

Feb. 21 & 22
Feb. 28 & March 1
March 7 & 8
March 14 & 15
April 4 & 5
April 11 &12
April 18 & 19

Jan. 16
Jan. 23
Jan. 30
Feb. 6
Feb. 13
Feb. 20
Feb. 27
March 6
March 13
April 3
April 10
April 17
April 24

Dazed and Confused
Phenomenon
First Wives Club
The Associate
A Time To Kill
Eraser
Thinner
Set It Off
Courage Under Fire
Romeo & Juliet
The Hunchback of Notre Dame
Preacher's Wife

ftt€€

Gish Film Theatre

The Big Clock
Abbot & Costello Meet Frankenstein
Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde
Hallelujah
Raisin In The Sun
Myra Breckenridge
Creature From The Black Lagoon
Carousel
Old Yeller
Saturday Night Fever
The Secret Garden
Darby O'Gill & The Little People
Student Films

For more info c»ll 2-7164

I
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SMART BUYS ON
CAMPUS FAVORITES
Ti/elcwte ^><zc£ Students!
12-oz. Cans~Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper,
Regular, Diet or Caffeine Free

24-PACK PEPSI

^HiiW

1-Lb. Package

1 -Lb. Package

Itf
i lOSCAR MAYER
1
' ' '"MENERS

t
x©
im ft
KLf*

! i

~a«ra

OSCAR MAYER
BOLOGNA

Standard Size
Butterfinger, Baby Ruth,
100 Grand or

a,
& .NESTLE CRUNCH
? «5*NDY BARS

«I

1094 N. MAIN STREET, BOWLING GREEN

• Check us out...
• Instore Pharmacy
Check Cashing

Prices and Items Effective at Bowling Green Kroger Store, Jan. 12 thru Jan. 18,1997.
COPYRIGHT 1997. THE KROGER CO. QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. NONE SOLD TO DEALERS. SAVINGS REFLECTED OFF KROGER EVERYDAY PRICE.
•DOUBLE COUPONS UP TO 50c. DOES NOT APPLY TO CENTS OFF COUPONS ISSUED IN STORE. SEE STORE FOR DETAILS.

YOUR TOTAL VALUE LEADER
i

i

•

Tuesday, January 14

The BG News

PRO FOOTBALL

NBA Standings
NBA Ci»m r. Sub-Sasndines
The AMorlstes Frees
A8 Times ES~
EASTERN OOMfKNCE
Aaantfc Division
TO.
W 1
10
.722
Miami
New York
26 10
.722
Washington
528
19 17
15 18
.454
Orlando
25
265
Boaton
9
Now Jersey
25
.265
9
Philadelphia
8
28
.222
Central Division
Chicago
33 4
.892
26 9
.743
Detroit
Atlanta
23 11
676
600
Cleveland
21
14
16
.568
Charlotte
21
514
Milwaukee
M 17
Indiana
16
18
.471
Toronto
12 23
J43
WBTBtNCONHRSKI
fceawest Division
W
L
Pet.
Houston
28 9
.757
.667
Utah
24 12
Minnesota
16 21
.432
J53
Dallas
12 22
San Antonio
9
25
.265
Denver
9
28
.243
7
30
Vancouver
.189
••cific Division
I.A. Lakers
28
10
.737
.703
Seattle
26
II
Portland
20
16
356
Sacramento
16 22
.421
l.A Clipper*
.400
14 21
Golden State
14 22
J»
Phoenix
.351
13 24

Expect a tasty Super Bowl

■>

as

The Associated Press
G*

-

BOSTON - Super Bowl fever,
it seems, goes straight to the
stomach.
What else could explain a sudden craving for "Big Tuna" cake
guaranteed to "look like the real
thing," or a "pigskin tailgate"?
What else would make a New
Englander forgo a bowl of beloved clam "chowdah" for a helping of jambalaya? Or a bottle of
Sam Adams for a "Patriot Porter"?

7
9.5
16
16
IK

6
85
11
12
14
159
20

12
143
17.5
19
21

1.5
7
12
125
13
14 5

The Associated Press
GREEN BAY, Wis. -- Stefanie
Gannon feels it in the pocketbook
when the Green Bay Packers
lose. The customers in Kroll's
Restaurant, where she waits tables, suddenly become tight with
their money.
"Some are pretty cranky. They
usually don't leave tips," said
Gannon, hustling beneath greenand-gold balloons and streamers
that decorate the cafe a short
punt from Lambeau Field.
In this small town of 100,000
diehard Packers fans, a person's
frame of mind can be traced to
the last game: grins for a win,
scowls after a loss.
"I wouldn't go out if the Packers lose," Gannon said. "I am depressed. I am grumpy."

NHL Standings

GF
147
128
161
113
121
126
113

GA
111
100
132
110
121
135
131

GF
167
132
149

GA
136
121
157

128 144
129 161
119 128

GF CA
130 111

137
124
127
121
138

101
146
146
127
159

GF
ISO
145
137
124
124
112
110

GA
101
136
146
132
149
135
130

DINING
SERVICES

r[T S

"Everyone's thinking yellow ones for Packer fans.
Patriots," said Elaine Copeland at
The months between ChristParty Favors in Brookline, where mas and Valentine's Day can be
bakers have been busy frosting slow for bakeries, Montilio said.
football fields onto layer cakes.
"This gives us an extra holiday,"
Montllio's Cake Shoppe in he said.
Quincy was offering "Eat the
"It's been unbelievable. It's
Cheese! Platters" and a "Big
Tuna" cake, named for Coach been great," he said.
Bill Parcells' nickname. (The
The Super Bowl venue of New
cake looks like a fish, not ParOrleans inspired cries of "Jamcells).
Owner George Montilio was balaya!" from the Patriot faithful
willing to make up red, white and as their team inched closer to the
blue cheesecakes, or green and big game.

Tuesday's Games
Pittsburgh 3, Dallas 1
New Jersey 4, Boston 2
Philadelphia 3, Montreal 2
Los Angeles 3. Detroit 3, tie
Florida 4, Vancouver4, tie
Wednesday's Games
Lett Games Not Included
Pittsburgh 3, Hartford 0
Buffalo 2, NY. Islanders 1
Los Angeles 3. Toronto 2
Ottawa 5, Washington 1
Tampa Bay at Colorado (n)
St. Louis at Phoenix (n)
Anaheim at Calgary (n)
Florida at Edmonton (n)
Thursday's Games
No games scheduled
•rider's Cames
No games scheduled
Saturday's Game
NHL All-Star Game at San Jose. Calif. 8
p.m
Sunday's Games
No games scheduled
Monday's Games
St. Ixmia at N.Y. Islanders, 1 p.m.
Washington at Boston, 1:30 p.m.
Chicago at Buffalo, 6 pm.
Toronto at Hartford, 7 p.m.
Sen Jose at Vancouver, 7 p.m
Detroit et Montreal, 7 30 p. m
Colorado at Florida, 7:30 p.m

Environmental
Fun Facts:
Did you know...
turtles have excellent eye sight
they carrot only see the colors
that we can see- but mfared
colors as well.
■Amazing Animal Facts
500 species m the^U
are already known''Kb
to have vanished
forever
-Dixovery channel

©

Such emotions are real in a city
where people routinely use "us"
and "we" when they talk about
the Packers, where people are
known to leave their porch lights
on to welcome the team back
from away games, where streets
and even schools are named after
Packers' legends, where 37 businesses are listed in the telephone
directory as either Packer City
this or Packerland that.
Quite simply, the very lifeblood of Green Bay, the smallest
town in America with a professional sports franchise and a skyline with the tallest feature being
a paper mill smokestack, is the
Packers.
This is David competing
against the Goliaths in pro football. And people thrive on It.
The mood throughout town

Wednesday was giddy, euphoric
and bursting with pride.
"You can feel it. The happiness
Just generates from one to another. Everybody Is happy," said
Vicky Lepak, the night manager
at Kroll's. "Everybody Is excited
about the Super Bowl. They are
going to win, no doubt in anybody's mind."
The Packers, who play the New
England Patriots on Jan. 26 In
New Orleans, are in the Super
Bowl for the first time since
1968, seeking the team's 12th
championship in a storied history
dating to 1919.
Barely a day after the Packers
made the Super Bowl, plans were
announced for a "Return to Titletown" celebration to welcome
the team back from New Orleans
with a parade and festivities at

The BG News

AUA'AMA'AUA'AMA
American Marketing Association
Info Night
Tues January 21 It Rm. 1007 8A
2 sessions
1st session 530600
2nd session e 00-6 30
Free Pizza and Pool
AH majors are welcome
AMA'AMA'AUA'AsIA

Classified
Ads

372-6977
The BO No, v. ill not. no- ingl > aurcpl *J.
irul diN*nrmna4c.orcrs;osjra^distnmiri*i«^dgjtnit art)
inJivtdiMlMgroupraiheto^
religion, national origin, MMuaJ oncnuiMNi. disability.
•uiu» *>< ■ veteran, or an UK b*»i* of any other legally
prniccted vuru*
The BG News -evetve. the nghi to decline. diKomimie
or revnc an. jjditnivcmertt tuth i. thatc found 10 be
de>amjior). lathing in factual butt, rrmteading or laWe
m nature AH advert■«*(•*«!* are subject lo editing and
appm»*l
TV W. Nrv.1. aa . forum open In (he put-lit. rcvi-smir*
the irr»nrn<ibality of pre veiling all of thu type of advertising and therefore encounge* our readers to bc«-arr
Always, be familiar with a buairteu before -ending rtioriey
or providing perwxiaj credit informntmn Plcuc. remember, if it v >unds loo good to be true, it probably it
You can help u* by calling the advertising iJV^ieulrratni at
4l9-JT^^«»•ltJ.you^c•lmpl•lm^4yvdM»gge^lloov We
ait; thai you pleaoe provide your name, addrrv and pfmne
number, along with your specific rommenti With your
help we can nuke The BG New. a better publication

CAMPUS EVENTS

—OiStDUN—OBSiOiAN"
Wewentyoul
OoanirsDonel meetino. Wednesday
Januarys at 7pm. 202 West Hall
'7's Call 2-2440
—OBSIDIAN—OBSIDIAN-

Financial Aid/Study Abroad Meeting
Come learn how the financial aid process applies lo your study abroad experience on
Tuesday, January 21 at 10:00 a.m. in the Faculty Lounge si the Student Union. Call 2-0309
with questions.
FREE MOVIE TONIGHT. 8p.m.
The Big Clock
Tyrannical editor of enme magazine commits
murder, his ace reporter tries lo solve the case.
Movie will be shown m Gish Film Theater. For
more into call 2-7164, sponsored by UAO
JOIN THE YEARBOOK STAFF!
Writers, photographers A editors needed to
cover campus life, academics & sports. Organizaoonal meeting Tues. Jan. 21 at 8:00pm in 28
West Hall. Call Arm at 372-8635 tor more info.
Oel Involved-Join the Yearbook Staff
SENIOR PICTURES
LAST CHANCE
Carl Wolf Studios will be on campus starting
Jan. 27 lor only 5 days. This is THE last chance
tor May t August grads. Can 3724086 to
schedule your sitting. Photos taken in tic
yearbook office 28 West Hal.

The Mid-American Conference News Media Association has
established an internet web site, available for public use, that
provides up-to-date scores, standings, and statistics for men's
and women's basketball. MAC fans can access the page through
most all Internet providers at the following address;
"www.iiorthshores.com/macnma".

Women's soccer team to hold tryouts
There will be a meeting for anyone interested in trying out for
the Women's soccer team on Monday, Jan. 20th at 9 p.m. on the
east side of the stadium. Tryouts will run from Jan. 21 through
Jan. 28. For more information, please call the soccer office at
372-9602.

Lambeau Field.
Motel rooms throughout the
city Wednesday were already
booked full for Super Bowl night.
Lepak, 58, has worked at
Kroll's for 38 years - a period in
which the Packers rose to glory
with three straight championships and then endured nearly
three decades of mostly sub-.500
seasons before reaching the NFC
title games the last two seasons.
On a Monday after a Packers
loss on Sunday, business at
Kroll's, a family dining stop for
"chops, bar-b-q sandwiches,
steaks and brats," can drop 30
percent.
"It seems people are more depressed," Lepak said. "They
don't want to go out of the house.
Everybody is mad because they
didn't win."
University Computer Services
Spring "87 Seminars
The following University Computer Services
Seminars will be offered Bus spnng. These fre
seminars are open to anyone at BGSU. You
must call 372-2811 to register tor the seminars.
A complete seminar list can be found on tie
WWW at

Getting started on the Use This seminar
covers the basics ol the Macintosh operating
system. No previous computer experience Is
required. Please bring a blank 3.5* cask.
Wed. Jan. 29th from 10-noon In 126 Hayes
Hall
Tues. Feb.4ih from 8-10am in 126 Hayes Hall
Intro to Ulcroeott Wlndows<IBU, This seminar covets the basics ol the Mcroooti
Windows operating system No previous compussr expenence is required. Please bring a
blank 3.5'rJsk.
Wed Jan.29th from 10-noon in 128 Hayes Hal
ThursJan JOth from 3-5pm in 128 Hayes Hall
PC-Eudore (IBM). This seminar covers the
bases of electronic mail (e-mail) using PC-Eudors, including reading, sending and saving email messages. Prior knowledge of the
Windows concepts or attendance to Intro to
Mcroeoft Windows is recommended. Please
bring a blank 3.5' disk. Attendees must have a
BGNet account (creeled al least 48 hours prior
to the seminar).
Mon. Feb 3 from 2:00-4fl0pm in 128 Hayes

STUDY ABROAD RETURNEES
Please come to one of the following re-entry
sessions if you studied abroad fall semester:
' Wednesday. January 22, 7 00 9 00pm 11048
Oflenhauer West. Saturday, January 25,
10.00am-12:00 noon. 1104B Otfenhauer West.
Call 2-0309 with questions.

—OBSIDIAN—OsWOIAN—
Loosing tor individuals interested
in sales, desktop publishing, wntars.
Call 372-2440 tor mote information
—OsWIDIAN—OBSIOIAN—

Tske The Leed
Become A Cempue Tour Quidef
Applies!ions are available
In 110 McFall Center
Janl3-Jan17
Need more Into?
Csll372-9»6«

1»97 Psnhellenlc Cabinet Appllcatlone can
be picked up in the Panhot mailbox al 440 Student Services They are due back, by Friday.
Jan. 24th

Hall.
Wed. Feb 5 from I0:am-noon In 128 Hayes
Hall.
Eudora (Mac). This seminar covers the basics
of electronic mail (e-mail) using Eudora, Including reading, sending, and saving e-mail messages. Prior kowledge ol the Macintosh or attendance at the Getting Started on the Mac is
recommended Please bring a blank 3.5' disk.
Attendees must have a BGNet account
[creeled at least 48 hours prior to the seminar).
Tues. Feb.4 from l 00-3 00pm in 126 Hayes
Hall
Wed.. Feb 5 from 2:O0-4:O0pm in 126 Hayes
Hell.

"Some of my friends won't
even watch a Packers game
anymore on television. They tape
it because they are afraid they
are going to lose. That's the truth
If they lose, they dont watch It.
If they win, they watch it"
Carol Vanden Boogart, owner
and driver for Bay City Cab, said
passengers are more patient,
friendly and talkative after
Packers' wins.
As for the streets, sometimes
other drivers "dont drive as
well" after a win because their
focus is on the team, not their
driving, said Vanden Boogart, a
cabbie for 32 years.
"I don't think you could talk to
any person in this city who
doesn't know something about
the Packers. If they don't, they
don't belong here," she said.
World Wide Web This seminar introduces the '
World Wide Web using Netscape Topics include understanding links, bookmarks, search
engines, and how to locale information on the
Wortd Wide Web
Mon. Feb 10 from 10 00-noon in 126 Hayes
Hall.
Wed. Feb 12 from 2:00-4:00pm in 126 Hayes
Hall.
Intro lo Microsoft Word (Mac). This seminaf
introduces Microsott Word; this includes creeling lies, storing files, and editing documents.
Prior knowledge ol Macintosh opersnng
system or attendance at Gelting Started on tie
Mac is recommended. Please bring a blank
3.5'disk.
Wed. Feb. 12 from 10:00 noon in 126 Hayes
Hall.
Tues. Feb 18 from 9 00-11:00am in 126 Hayes
Hall.
Intro to Microsoft Word for Windows
(IBM).Trns seminar introduces Mcrosoft Word
for Windows: this includes creating files, storing files, and editing documents. Prior knowledge of Windows concepts or attendance at
Intro to Mcrosoft Windows is recommended.
Please bring s blank 3.5' disk.
Wad Feb 19 from 2:00-4:00pm In 128 Heyes
Hell.
Thur. Feb. 20 from 10 00-noon in 128 Hayes
Hall.
Additional seminars wil be announced later si
Ins semester.

Weekend In Chicago. ft. Feb. 7-8
Cost 81 to- payment by cash, check or bursar.
Tdp includes hotel accomodarjons si the Best
Western Park Hotel, transportation and tickets
to en entertainment event. Sign-up between
Jan. 13-21 in Die UAO Office. 330 Union For
more information call 2-7164. sponsored by
UAO.
What do you know about the Holocaust?
Join UAO tor a Dip to ths Holocaust Center
In West Bloom Held. Ml tor a hands on
experience January 26
There is a $5 bur salable
charge for transportation
The trip induces a tour of the center
followed by a discussion.

For mom Into, eel 2-7164
Sponsored by UAO

Dining Services
Marti n Luther King. Jr. Weekend
Operating Hours

• e s u

Downllnder Snack Bar
Krcischer Sundial Food Court
Kreischer Shadows Snack Bar
Krcischer Silver River Cafe
McDonald Dining Center
Garden Terrace Deli
GT Express
Towers West Restaurant
Founders Keepers Food Court
Founders Keepers Snack Bar
Student Union
Falcons Nest Grill
Cafeteria Feature Line
Bakery
Pizza
Bowl-N-Grecnery

Prout

MACNMA establishes web site for men's and
women's basketball

THI

Commons [lining Center
Chily's Express

Pheasant Room

Sports Briefs

Packers are toast of Green Bay

<:n

-

as

Tuesebr'i Gan«a
Boston 116. Golden State 108
Atlanta 95, Minnesota 93
Houston 106, New York 86
Chicago 108, Washington 107
Phoenix 110, Denver 101
Portland 95. Detroit 86
I.A. Inkers 91, Vancouver 81
Sacramento 105, Indiana 98, OT
Wednesdsv'iGssnes
LIST Games Not Included
Golden State 128, Philadelphia 111
Charlotte 116, New Jersey 104
Chicago 112, Minnesota 102
Orlando 78, Dallas 66
New York at San Antonio (n)
Toronto at Seattle (n)
Detroit at Vancouver (n)
Indiana at l.A. Clippers(n)
Thursday's Games
Miami at Boston, 7 pm.
Orlando at Atlanta, 7:30 p.m.
Sacramento at Houston. 830 p.m.
Cleveland at Denver, 9 p.m.
Phoenix at Utah. 9 p.m.
Portland at I. A. Lakers. 10:30 p.m.
Fridays Games
New Jersey at Philadelphia. 7:30 p.m.
Miami vs. Washington at Baltimore. 7:30
p.m
Golden State at Indiana, 7-30 p.m.
Milwaukee at Chicago, 8:30 p.m.
Houston at Dallas, 830p.m.
Sacramento at San Antonio, 8:30 p. m
Utah at Vancouver, 9 p.m.
Toronto at Portland, 10 p.m.
Cleveland at Seattle, 10 p.m

By The Associates Press
Al lanes EST
EASlBlNCONftlONtr
Atlantic Division
w i
T
Fa
Philadelphia
27 13 5
59
Florida
22 11 10 54
NY Rangers
23 19 6
52
NewJersey
22 16 5
49
Washington
19 21 5
43
TampaBay
17 20 6
40
NY Islanders
13 22 9
35
PsVorThsfsMl [Mvision
W I
I
Pis
Pittsburgh
25 IS S
SS
Buffalo
23 17 S
SI
Montreal
17 21 8
42
Hartford
17 20 7
41
Boaton
16 22 6
38
Ottawa
14 21 8
36
WESTERN CONRUBMCt
esters! Division
W L T
Pts
Dallas
25 17 3
S3
Detroit
21 IS 8
SO
Phoenix
19 22 4
42
St. Louis
19 22 4
42
Chicago
17 22 8
42
Toronto
17 28 0
34
FaciAc Division
W L T Pts
Colorado
26 10 8
60
Edmonton
20 21 4
44
Vancouver
20 21 2
42
Anaheim
17 21 5
39
Las Angeles
17 23 5
39
San Jose
16 22 5
37
Calgary
16 23 5
37
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Closed after lunch Jan. 17, reopens breakfast, January 21
Open Jan. 17,8:00am - Midnight
Open Jan. 18-20. Noon - Midnight
Closed Jan. 17 -19, reopens 6:00pm. Jan. 20
Open Jan. 17. 7:30am - 7:00pm
Open Jan. 18 • 20. lfcOOam - 7:00pm
Closed Jan. 17 -19, reopens 7:00pm, Jan. 20
Closed Jan. 17- 20. reopens 5:00pm. Jan. 21
Open Jan. 17, 10:00am - 2:00pm and 4:30pm - 6:30pm
Open Jan. 18-20. 10:00am - 8:00pm
Closed Jan. 17-19. reopens 4:30pm, Jan. 20
Open Jan. 17. 10:00am -8:00pm
Closed Jan. 18-19
Open 4:30pm. Jan. 20
Closed Jan. 17 - 20, reopens 4:30pm, Jan. 21
Open Jan. 17. 7:30am - 7:00pm
Closed Jan. 18 - 20, reopens 7:30am , Jan. 21
Closed Jan. 17-19, reopens 7:00pm, Jan. 20
Open Jan 17-20, 10:00am - 11:00pm
Open Jan. 17, 11:00am- 1.00pm
Closed Jan. 18-20, reopens 11:00am Jan. 21
Open Jan. 17.7:00am - 2:00pm
Closed Jan. 18-20, reopens 7:00am, Jan. 21
Closed Jan. 17-18
Open Jan. 19 - 20, 4:00pm - 3:00am
Open Jan. 17,11:30am- 1:30 pm
Closed Jan 18-20, reopens 11:30 am, Jan 21
Openjan. 17, 11:30am - 130pm
Closed Jan. 18 • 20, reopens 11:30am - 2:00pm
Open Jan. 17,700am - 2:00pm
Closed Jan. 18 - 20, reopens 700am. Jan. 21

THURSDAYS

mm I.D. mt

32 oz.
MON

NO COVER W VALID COLLEGE I.D. -Sf.OO AFTER 11:00

FRIDAYS

JARS

$1.75

Pool Tournament
Sign up of 7:00;
Play at 8:00
Cash Prizes for 1st & 2nd

TUES:
WED:

Graat Happy Hours
Kataok.
Sign up at 8:00;
Sing al 9:00
Prizes Awarded

THUR:
Friday, Jan. 17: MUUINS BAND (former singer ot Ekoostik Hookah)
Jan. 31: TYPE O NEGATIVE

SI Blow Job Shots
ALL Night

SATURDAYS

TMlLIffill
mum. urn -.

MUSIC FOR WE MUSES

Ladies Night
Happy Hour Price*
ALL Night tor Ladies

m OWE, DISCO, MM

SUBTERRANEAN LEVEL: DJ DAW WILL SPINS MODERN ROCK

SOUND FACTORY: TECHNO, HOUSE, ACID
209 IXI- SI_W»ERIOK TOLEDO
INFO 1 JIVE: 419-M3-4449 OR -»-»-*G

FRI:
SAT:
SUN:

Groat Happy Hours
Open at 11:30 am
Saga Tournam.nl
Sign up al 7:00;
Play of 8:00 Prizes

HAPPY HOUR
EVERYDAY
4PM-9 PM
300 E. WOOSTEH
35«-4280

s

■
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SERVICES OFFERED
COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID
Sudent Fsianoel Servicee has information on
3.400* public A private MClor funding sources
A MUST FOR ANYONE SEEKING FINAN
CIAL AICH For information: 1-600-263-6495 ext
F 56446.

OAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK!
A Mudanl only moW.
Break away lo Iha hottee* action In Florida
where guya maaia girl.! NEW metal on tha
ooaan, rated AAA and Superior Lodging,
baaeh volleyball, Iraa MTV. Pool A wetber
opan 24 noun, b y.o.b. Free gold card with
check-In. Donl be MK out ol thle Special
Promotlonl http://iiPNw.day1ona-lnn.com.
CALL 1-800-6 82-09ie.

Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy TMH. ContidenBel A Caring
364-4673 BG Pregnancy C*i*

Freshmen, Soph's A Juniors
who are NEW to co-op:
COOP KICK-OFF
Friday. Jan. 2481.3.30 PM
1007BA8Ug.
Find a SLIMMER JOB
related to your major NOWI
Cues tone? 372-2451

PERSONALS
"HUNT1NGTON NATIONAL BANK"
No metier which team you're cheering lor on
01/27/97. Hunongton want! you lo have a
SuperBowl party on uai Simply stop by our oftea In the Student Union, guesa the number ol
panniaa in the jar. and you could win tub
aenowkhaa. chip*, pop. and pretzela. Slop by
before Ihe24ih to enssri
'Ruah Lambda Chi Alpha*
Anyone can fom a fraternity, but at Lambda Cri
Alpha you can jewn a brotherhood. Ruahnighti
am Jan. 22i3.28.2S Call 372 2988 tor intermation or stop by tha houee located south ol
tie library lacing Roger a
1*17 PenheHentc Cablnel AppHcetlone can
be picked up in the Penhet mailbox at 440 Student Services They are due back by Fnday.
Jan. 24ft.
AAA1 . NATIONAL DATING HOT LINI
Find your speaai some-one now.

1 900-484 7009En 1129$2.99/min
Serv-U (619)645-8434 18. T tone
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTSIII Granta 1
echolerehlpa available Horn aponeoralll No
prapaymanle, ever!" tttCaeh lor ccJtegeltt. For Into: 1 ■600-243-2436.
ATTENTION ALL STUOENTSMI Grants A
acholarahipa available from aponaoralll No
prepaymerks, everll! MJCaah tor cc4leoe$$$. For kilo: 1-800-243-2438.
ATTENTION ALL GREEK WOMEN
PICK UP YOUR RMO CHI APPLICATION
TODAY M 440 STUDENT SERVICES
BO Crew
New Recruits Mig
1/18 8:00pm
Oscamp Lobby
Anyone Welcome
Campua PoUyeyea
440 E. Court St. (Next lo Smokestack)
Step by our Dnmg Room for
Great Pttza and our 40 World
Class Imported and Domestic Beers
Free Delivery te anywhere
on campus and the Bowling Green Area.
Campua PoUyeyea
. FaatunngPizj^Soups.Suba
Salads. Bumtee. and Soups
DaHy ALL U CAN EAT Plaa Bullet
Hours: Sun. Mon.. and Tuee. 11 ID tarn
Wednesday thru Saturday ol 2am
Free Delivery 382-983*

WANTED
1 bdrm. turn apt. to sublease. Gas heat.
Wnthrop Terrace. Avail 2/1/97. $425 plus
etec.Cal 353-8314.
1 or 2 eubksesora. Feb.i to share nice house
with 2 others. Have own ig bdrm. with bathiow
utl. 1182.50 tor 2. or 8218 tor 1. Caa 3S3-1205.
batore 430. aak ax Jasaica or Heather.
EARN HSOSIeep lab needs lemale students
(age 18-28) currently taking oral contraoepsvee ID pariopaia In a 48 hr sleep deprivation
espenment this spring Cal 2-2547 or 2-2474
tor into.
Female subleaser needed immediately. 2
bdrm. apt. Leroy Ave. Close to campus.
352-6627

Got the Back-To-School Bluea?
Why not spend laD semester or a year on
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
Over 120 U.S. colleges to pick troml
More exoung details at our Into session:
Tuesday. Jan. 21 at at 8:00pm
Tati Room. 3rd floor Union
Call Co-op Program, 2-2451 tor information'

INTRAMURAL TEAM HANDBALL OFFICIALS
NEEDED: APPLY IN 130 PERRY FELD
HOUSE. MUST ATTEND MANDATORY
CLINIC JANUARY 23. 1997 . 8,10PM PICK
UP APPLICATION AND TAKE HOME TEST
STARTING JAN 13, 1997 AND RETURN BY
JANUARY 20.
INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL OFFCIALS
NEEDED: APPLY M 130 PERRY FELD
HOUSE. MUST ATTEND MANDATORY
CLINIC JANUARY 21, 1907 - 8-10PM. PICK
UP APPLICATION AND TAKE HOME TEST
STARTING JAN 13. 1997 AND RETURN BY
JANUARY 20.
JOIN THE YEARBOOK STAFF
Writers, photographers & editors needed to
cover campus lite, academics A sports Organizational meeting Tuee Jan. 21 at 9 00pm in 28
West Hall Call Ann at 372 863S tor more mlo
Get Involved-Join The Yearbook Suit

Housemates needed, OWN Room, 3 avail..
8160/mo. May - May lease. 354-1913 Chris or
Allen
Mala roommate needed tor second semester
Jan. oak) tor. cable paid tor 1 yr 1155 per mo.
Can Jason at 419-604-6389
Roommate warned immediately until August
on 810 4th St. »190/mo Call 353-0334.
Spr. subleaser needed Own room on E Merry.
$205/mo. no utt. Larry (330) 723-1315 or
Stacy 354-5293. Must lease immediatslyll
Subleaser wanted Immodiawly. One year old
Campbell Hal apartment Cal 354-7211.

HELPWANTED
8200-8500 Wkly. Assemble products, no se«Ingl Paid direct, fuly guaranteed No experience necessary. Cal 7 days (407) 8752022
E«1.0561H49.
Accepting appiicaions tor full-serve gasoline
attendant. For more information call 352 8431.

Scholarship Money to Study Abroad
Applications are available m the Center tor International Programs, 1108 Otfenhauer Wast.
Tha deadline is January 31 Call 2-0309 with
questjons.

ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR SUMMER Of 1997
Yogi Bear's Jelly stone Camp Resort is looking
tor 2 outgoing, creative people to plan and implement daily activities tor a busy family camping resort near Sea World of Aurora, Ohio.
* Experience is preferred but not required.
Male or lemale racreatjorveducation majors
are encouraged to apply. especially those look
ing tor ■ pracocum
' Salary is $150 00Vwk with housing.
KOO/wk. without
• Interviewing wil be done ai the Resort
Send your resume to:
Jelrystone Camp Resort
% Andrea Schwartz
651 1 Marsol »222
MayMdHta.Ohio 44124

SENIOR PICTURES
LAST CHANCE
Carl Wolf Studios will be on campus starting
Jan 27 for only 5 days. This is THE last Chance
tor May A August grade. Cat 372-8086 to
schedule your siting. Photos taken in the
yearbook office 28 Wesl Hal

ASIA EMPLOYMENT
Learn how students have made $25-$45rhr.
teaching basic conversational English m
Japan, Taavan, or S. Korea Many employers
provide room A board and/or other benefits
Call: 208-971 -3570 exl J55445

Prime Rib A Snow Crab Bullet this Fnday
1/17/97 at Kaufman's Downtown
Call
352-2595 lor reservations.

SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY BEACH
FLORIDA. SANDPIPER-BEACON BEACH
RESORT 2 POOLS, 1 INDOOR POOL,
HUGE BEACHSIDE HOT TUB, SUITES UP
TO 10 PEOPLE, TIKI BEACH BAR, HOME
OF THE WORLDS LONGEST KEG PARTY.
FREE
INFO 1-100-488-8828.
WWWSANDPIPERBEACON COM

CHECK OUT THE NEW
IMAGINE
♦SSE.WOOSTER8T.

Wake n Bake tor
Spring Brook 1*87
'Jamaica 'Panama City
•Cancun TJaylona
■Padre'Bahamas
Call tor FREE Into Packetil
1-800-428-7710

At the railroad tracka
FREE Incencee to tha
«ret 50 people today

ASSEMBLERS Excelentincome
to assemble products at home.
Into 1-504-846-1700 DE FT OH-0255
Computer Sorter Operator
PT 2nd and PT 3rd Shift. Mon Fn , occasional
Saturdays, Sonar Operators in our Computer
Room. Mamframe experience beneficial, PC
and/or CRT experience required.
Numeric Data Entry
PT Mon -Fn., Occasional Sat. (For Airport
Hajhway A BG Locanona). 20-25 hra/wk. last
afternoons to early evenings Previous proof or
numeric key experience beneficial
Interested applicants should apply in person.
Md Am, Inc. Operations Center. 1851 N.
Research, BG (175 to exit 181) Md Am values
a diverse workforce and is in principle as wee
as practice, an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Thursday, January 16, 1997

■

CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT
Trav*l trie world
(Hawaii. Mexico. Canbtoaan]
& •am an excellent Income in the
Cruise A Land-Tour Industry.
For def.l», c«H 1-206-971 3S50 0*1. CSS449
DONT QET A JOB THIS SUMMER, GET A
BUSINESS EARN S6.000 - $10,000 managmg
9-12 other college students and running a Untversity Painters franchise location in your
tomaiown. We are currently selecting qualified
candidates Irom all majors lor a limited number
of leadership positions. Complete training is
provided. For more information call
1-800-673-4845EitlSl today.
EASTERN EUROPE EMPLOYMENT
Travel Eastern Europe
by leaching basic conversational English in
Prague, Budapest, or Krafcow. Inexpensive
Room & Board • other potential benefits. Find
out how ID succeed in this field. Call. (206)
871-3660 6.1 KSS441.
Economic Development Specialist
Ottawa County Community
Improvement Corporation
Reports to the Director ol Economic
Development
Responsibility for Program Mgmnt. A Mfcig.
Send Resumes ASAP to
315 Madison St. Rm 206. Port Clinton. OH
434S2
FREE T-SHIRT A S1000
Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities, sororv
ttes & groups. Any campus organization can
raise up to StOOOoy earning a whopping
S5.00/VISA application. Call 1 800 932-0528
ext. 65. Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT
Help Wanted
BGSU Dining Services is hiring
BGSU students to fill various
positions. Flexibility. Raises, &
Advancement offered. Contact the
Dining Center of your choice.
Wages S5 00-S8 40
Help Wanted- Waitresses, p.m. chefs Contact
JayatVarsityLanes 1033S Main3525247
Mind your own buelneee! CotorWonxs is currently recruiting on campus for a limited number of summer "97 management positions
Gain hands on experience m managing a business in you hometown Opportunities available in Toledo, Sytvanla, Maumee, and other
areas. Summer earnings $749,000 To speak
to a campus representative call
1-600-477-1001.
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
National Parks hire forestry workers, park
rangers, firefighters. lifeguards 4 volunteer and
government positions Excellent benefits &
bonus potential Call i 206-971 3620 ext
NS5446.
Need help with E KC* 5 or University lob computert. Steve *§> 353-2022. Will pay $5 00/hr
for help.
Person wanted to work in yards, halls, ft miscellaneous around apt. building. Start immediatety Call 353 0325
Skycom

Telecommunications

Agents

S4B kit, refundable
Calling cards • 18 fl ceots-mln
Long distance - 10 9 cants, mln Write
16126 Barbaroaaa Dr. A, Houston. TX

77063.
Take The Lead...
Become A Cempue Tour Ouidel
Application* are evailabfe
In 110 McFall Center
Jan13-Jan 17
Need more Into?

Call 372-9666

SPRING

Toledo & ('.olumhiiv^J^
Ihr Totrai> Btadr He%lauranl Crim

Don't just sit
there! Stop in
today for a complete
1997/1998 apartment listingl
Call Now!

352-9302

Pays To Discover! Use Your
Discover Card And Save Up To $251
To Apply For A Card,
Call 1-800-IT-PAYS-TO.

Bahamas Party

Cruise

$279

Cancun

$399

Jamaica

$419

6 Days-All Meals-Free ParttetT
•Includes Taxes

7 Ntghts-AlrtHolsl-Save $150
on Food & Drinks

RE Management^

7 Nights-Air.Holol-Save $150
on Food S Dtinks

113 Railroad St.
Open Moa thru FH
8:00am - 5:00pm

Florida

146 North Main • Bowling Green

7 Nights-Panama Clly, Daytona
& Cocoa Beach
Spring Break Travel-Our 10th Year!

1-800-678-6386

IT MAKES GOOD CENTS
TO DONATE PLASMA
PLASMA IS NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY!
Monthly Fee Scale
Receive an average of

$100.00 in CASH
per month!

255-6772
SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
350 W. WOODRUFF AVE.
TOLEDO, OHIO 43624

Donate twice a week and
receive $10.00 for your first
donation and $15.00 for your
second donation.
Make Your Donation Today!

Ask about Our "Fund Raiser" Program
For Fraternities & Sororities!

SAVES LIVES, EARN MONEY
PLEASE HELP!
Donating plasma is
completely sterile and safe

NEW DONORS RECEIVE A $10 BONUS ON THEIR FIRST DONATION

This position serves as Student Clerical Assistant to the Supervisor ol the CEISP Word Pro
ceasing Center, at BGSU. kemmum quakflcanons include at least 2 years ol experience utilizing an IBM Computer in a Windows environment. Proficiency at both kecrosoft Word
and Excel software packages required Work
schedule 15-20 hours per week Monday - Friday Salary $5 50 par hour. For additional information cajl. Mary Hennings. 372-6161. by
Fnday. January 17, 1997
This position serves as Student Clencal Assis
tarn lor CEISP. Person will answer phones,
greet the public, archive and file records, and
misc office duties as assigned. Must be able to
work 3-6pm Monday - Thursday. MrMmum
qualifications include at least 2 semesters of
previous office experience answering telephones Computer skills on an IBM in a
Windows environment preferred. Candidate
must be mature and require minimum supervi
son Salary $550 per hour. For addisonaf Information call Maiy Hennings, 372-6181 by
Friday. January 17.1987.

WANTED: Loyal BGSU students who want to
earn money while gaining expertise in public
relations, marketing, and sates. H you can work
Sundays and Thursday evenings, we have a
great |Ob for you with the Spring 1997 Tsiefund
Team! Earn above minimum wage and qualify
for cash bonuses and prizes, tool For more information, visit the fwst floor of the miles Alumni
Center January 13-17 and aign up lor an interview, aileiviaw times are limited, so come
eartyl

Geo Pnim 90. AC. stereo. S speed, prsteering
same aa Corona $2800 Cal 362-5586.
I'M LEAVING THE COUNTRY AND NEED TO
SELL MY FURNITURE: Queen size Won,
dresser, deek, and more lor sale. Cal
354-4914 lor into.
PowerBook 520C 12/180/19 2 $1200
PowenBook 180 12/120/14 4 $620
PowerBook 170 4/80/14.4 w/case. 2 batssries. Ram Double. $580
S tylevrmer 1200 w/cenndge. cable $180
mice $10. keyboards $40
Call Paul at 353-7265
Ricoh KR five super II SLR Camera 35-70mm
lens $220. Camera bag $20 353-2196

FOR RENT
* 67-M * Apia. • Mousse
Available Cksaa la Campua
311/316 E. Many. 321 E. Merry
211 E. Reed St. and many morn
Cal for He. Inge 353-032 5
or listings aval 24 his at
office 316 E Merry S3
—Available lmmedletery~
Single bdrm apt. fully turn , new carpel, was
painting, specious, ful kitchen, dose to campua. private parking. Call 354-7079, subleasing
avaJaote.
'Renting now* Houses. Apia. A Rooms
for 97A7M1 school year
316 E. Marry *3 or cal 353-0325
tor Hating.
1 2 non smoking F for new 3 bdrm fum townhouse. $345 mon. plus utjl. 2 mi. from campus.
Call 352-0075.
Apartment for Rent
Own Room $140/mo. Close lo Cempue
Spring Semester 354-1173

FOR SALE

Apartment for four available at Campbell Hill
62 (Jan.-May ) All Interested parties please cal
Greeenbnar Inc. 352-0717.

•1 Awesome Spring Breek Bahamas Parly
Cruael 8 Days $279! Includes All Meals. Paynes $ Taxes! Great Beaches & Nighlkfe!
Leaves from Ft. Laudefdalel apringbreaktravel.com 1-600-676-6366.

APTS FOR 07 AT »i RATES
601 3rd * 1 bdrm turn" grade orey
704 511 • 2 bdrm (urn • 9 or 12 lease
710 7th* 2 bdrm unfum' 12 mth lease
PLEASE CALL 352-3445 ■ 9AM-9PM

si Awesome Cancun A Jamaica Spring Break
Speoalsl 7 Mghts Air $ Hotel From $4291 Save
$150 On Food. Drinks 6 Free Partaal 111%
Loweat Price Guarantee! spnngbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-8368

Free Jan. rent. Female subleaser needed immediately 2 blocks from campus. $155/month
plus utIHttea. 354-6271

■ i Awesome Florida Spring Break) Panama
Cityl Room Witl Kitchen Near Bare $1191 Day
tona-Beai Location $1391 Florida's New Hotspol-Cocoa Beach Hilton $1691 springbreakrjsvel com 1-600-676-6386.
1 year ok) Brother Word Processor
with spoool monitor
$150.00352-6440

Great deal! Apartment tor rent, spacious 2 bedroom. 1 1/2 bath. Close lo campus (2nd at.)
Total monthly rent $400. Covered porch, large
yard, large closet CHI Scon at 352-3442.
Need 1 female subleaser lor Spring -97 Sem.
Pey$!90/mo..elec Free cable, very close
to campus Call Cheryl at 353-3700

1989 Ponlac Tiaaam red with gray int. 89k.
very good cond.. V-8 305. sunroof. $4,958 1353-5067
67 Mazda 323, 5 speed, dean runs greell
$1500. Call 353-7306.
Cable Deacrambler Kit
$14 96 - See ALL the channels
(313)523-2767

GREAT deals on the right apartment! Newlove
Rentals
326 S. Main (our only office)
352-5620.

Room avail in BG home. Grad male pref. For
info call 352-1631 or 354-8701.
START early! Brochures available for 1997-96
Newlove Rentals. 328 S. Main (our only office).
352-5820.
STOP in for 1987-98 brochures Newlove
Rentals 326 S. Main (our only office).
352 5620

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

CHARLESTON APARTMENTS
DISCOVER CARD

W In my book. SamB's,
my favorite BG restaurant.
deserves star billing. It's the
best place to eat between

THE TOP SUMMER POSITIONS ARE
FILLING NOW Our company v»>'i be taring
BGSU students who are looking to butld an extensive resume, earn an internship, and gam
valuable experience in Marketing, Management. Sales, and General Business. Earn
S8.000-9.000 next summer working si tie
areas ol Sylvaraa. Parrysburg. Toledo, or
Maumee Positions will be filling quickly. For
more Information about these opportunities call
OTP at 1 -800 356-5967.

4iut

Now Interuieujing:
DELIUERV DRIUERS
»
SHIFT MRNRGERS
Due to Expansion in
Bowling Green
Pizza Hut
is Now Hiring
Shift Managers and
Delivery Drivers.
We Offer:
•Competitive Pay
•Daily Driver
Reimbursement
•Flexible Schedules
•Advancement
Opportunities
Stop By 1099 S. Main
St.
Pizza Hut or Send
Resume to:
Pizza Hut
5122 HeatherrJowns
Toledo, OH 43614
Fan:505-6546

I

AND

MID AM MANOR
• NOW RENTING •
Choose from choice apartments within walking distance
to campus Summer 1997 and school year 1997-1998.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and
water Included, air conditioning
> 614 Third St. Apt.4, B.G. Resident Manager 352-4380

^♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•m

UPTOWN
Welcome Back Jam
UPTOWN is open this
Sunday Nite!

-•^-Uajjjlj?/
BOWLING GREEN. OHO

Ultimate Happy Hours
500
Drafts & Drinks
5-9

Grad Student Hangout
Thursday Nite
All Imports

$1.50
All Nite

